Celebrate! Gifts Of Time With Grandma: Over 200 Delightful Activities To Enjoy With Your Grandchild
Synopsis
"What a delight! This quick and easy reference is chock full of fun ways to spend time with your grandchildren. Thanks to Celebrate! I can be the grandmother I’ve always wanted to be." Sandy Schantz, reading specialist and Grandma
Are the grandchildren coming for a visit? Celebrate! Gifts of Time with Grandma provides over 200 activities to enliven the time spent with grandchildren. Each activity includes a list of supplies to gather before the grandchildren arrive, easy directions for completing the activity, and a suggested age range. Grandchildren will delight in such projects as constructing buildings from marshmallows, making coasters from their own handprints, learning Pig Latin, or marching to the music of John Philip Sousa. Celebrate! is divided into 12 categories including Food Fun, Science and Logic, and Reading and Storytelling. At the end of each section is a blank page for Grandma's notes and ideas. For a great adventure, Celebrate! with your grandchildren.
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Customer Reviews
This book has been a real treasure find for me. My granddaughter and I have had so much fun together with these new ideas and activities. The activities are very well organized and I appreciate knowing the age range for the activities. This would be a great gift for all Grandmas.

We have 8 grandchildren and are always looking for ways to connect with them. Grandpa & I took our 5 1/2 year old twin boys to a Pumpkin Farm this fall. Afterwards I took the authors’ advice about uploading my photos to Snapfish & had photo books made for both boys. I wrote captions by each photo using easy words so they can read their books by themselves. Mom says they love
Celebrate has lots of good ideas for grandmas and even grandpas!

I am an early childhood educator. The ideas in this book are great for kids of all ages -- from newborns on up. Simple supplies, easy directions, and room for additional ideas of your own. I've tried several of the activities for various ages -- all successful hits with the grandkids.

This book is well written and organized, easy to read and understand. There are lots of wonderful suggestions of activities to do with your grandchildren, newborns to ten years old. I'm looking forward to having "Camp Grandma" with my granddaughters.

Where has this book been?! Thank goodness that Bezanson and Wallace recognized the need for such a guidebook AND that they took the time, and devoted the energy, to write it. It's a treasure trove of ideas and a MUST HAVE for all grandmamas!
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